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Language lab activities are conducted under the mentorship of Dr.Neelu Jain (HOD, E&H) and
other faculty members of the Department to enhance communication Skills af the students. Tke
Departmerl of English & Humanities caters to the development of Conmunicati*n Skills as r.vell

as Soft Skills of the students ensui'ing growth, grooming and lrurturi*g af perspectives in the
minds of leainers. Weekly sessions are organised during the assigned lab classes and are aimed
at embracing the creative side and eradicating glossophobia in the best possible ways, developing
thoughtfulness and eventually stepping towards professional communication.
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JAIPUR ENGINEERING COLLEGE AND RESEARCH CENTRE, JAIPUR

Date: December 20)2020

Minutes of Meeting

A meeting was convened for the Language Lab and the following members were
present-

Dr.NeeluJain (HOD, E&H)

Ms. Sonia Khubchandani

Ms. Rashmi Kaushik

Ms. SarojParihar

Points discussed -
n Discussion about the Language labclasses to be conducted.

I 3 events were proposed by the faculty members as:

Ms. Sonia Khubchandani (Table Topic contest)

Ms. Rashmi Kaushik (Debate T 20 contest)

Ms. SarojParihar (Pic-a-speako contest)

f Discussion was done to conduct the activities online and to ensure good
participation from the students.

f The meeting ended with a vote of thanks by Dr.Neelu Jain.
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JAIPUR ENGINEERING COLLEGE & RESEARCH CENTER,
JAIPUR

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH & HUMANITIES

LANGUAGE LAB TIME.TABLE

sEM t2020-21

L

(*

NJ: Dr.Neelu Jain

SK: Ms. Sonia Khubchandani

SP: Ms. SarojParihar

RK: Ms. Rashmi Kaushik

.T

Language

lab

09:00 -

10:00
10:00 -

11:00
11:00-
12:00

t2:OO -

1:00 1:00-2:00
2:00 -
3:00

L 2 3 4 5

Mon G-1 (sP) F-2 (SP)

Tue B-2 (SK), c-2 (SP)

Wed

Thu c-1 (NJ)

Fri E-1 (RK) H-1 (RK) B-1 (SK), A-1 (SP) F-1 (RK)

Sat E-2 (RK) H-2 (RK) c-2 (NJ), D-1 (SK), A-2 (SP)
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JAIPUR ENGINEERING COLLEGE & RESEARCH CENTER,

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH & HUMANITIES

LANGUAGE LAB TIME.TABLE

sEM tt2020-21

L
Language

lab

09:00 -

10:00
10:00 -
11:00

11:00-
12:00

12:OO -

L:00 1:00-2:00
2:00
3:00

1. 2 3 4 5

Mon 0-L (sP) N-1 (sP)

Tue
o-2 (sP), L-2

(Ni)

Wed J-2 (sP)

Thu K-2 (RK) N-2 (RK)

Fri

M-1
(NJ) P-1 (RK) r-1 (sK), J-1 (SP)

Sat

M-2
(NJ) P-2 (RK)

r-2 (sK), K-1

(RK) L-1 (NJ)

L
NJ: Dr.Neelu Jain

SK: Ms. Sonia Khubchandani

SP: Ms. Saroj Parihar

RK: Ms. Rashmi Kaushik
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Events:

1. TABLE TOPIC CONTEST (Feb 1, 2021)

About the event:

As we know that Department of English and Humanities carries out Language Lab activities

during the respective lab classes as per time table we conduct activities every year,this time also

during this Pandemic English and humanities took an intuitive to conduct activities which will

help them to enhance their Communication skills.

For this, Department of English and Humanities conducted a Language Lab activity (Table

Topic competition) on Monday, Feb, 1, 2021 for the students of First year students First

semester. There were 90 registrations through Google form cum Registration and evaluation

form, there were some parameters on which the students were evaluated and then final students

competed for the main round. The final contestants were 30 in number. The list was shared with

students on group.There was a Whats App group which was updated for the event from time to

time with reminders etc. The event kick started at sharp 2 p.m onZoomplatform by introduction

to what table topic is exactly? The students were divided into 3 groups of ten each and there were

different role players who took the entire event forward. The Contestants were supposed-to speak

on the given topic for max of 2 min, there were some props which were used to give them their

time, and the different topics were:

1 Some people say a white lie is sometimes okay. What do you think?

2What is now considered to be classy, but used to be very trashy?

The contest was carried forward by Ms. Sonia Khubchandani Assistant Professor, Event

coordinator by declaring final results of evaluation and sharing her insightful comments on the

entire contest . E certificates were also given. The event concluded by vote of thanks by HOD

Dr. Neelu Jain.
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Whats App Flier:

Dear Students

Hope you are doing good.

Greetings from Depaftment of Applied Science (English and Humanities)!!

As a parl of curriculum, we conduct Language lab activities in classes.

During pandemic, in order to enhance personality and communication skills of students we are

organising Table Topic Competition for students of 2020-2021 batch on Feb, 1,2021.

In view of the above, we request interested students to fiIl a google form questionnaire.

The link for the same will be opened for a limited time period on Jan, 30 2021 sharp at 2.00 pm

and will be closed after 30 min at sharp 2.30 PM.

Only selected students after evaluation from google questionare will go through the main round.

Kindly note: All participants will be awarded e-ceftificates.

Best wishes

Dr.Neelu Jain (HOD, E&H)

Ms. Sonia Khubchandani (Event Coordinator)
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Notice for Language Lab activity: Table Topic contest
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Applied Sciences (Dept of E &H)

Table Topic Final Contestants tr ist -2A21

t

Serial

No. Name Attendance

1 ABHAY KUMAR BIIARTI P

2 NEHA TANWAR P

J NITIN KUMAR P

4 MADHVENDRA SINGH P

5 SHOYAB TANWAR P

6 DRASHTI VIJAY P

1 JATIN SHARMA P

8 JITESH KUMAR SINGH CI{AUHAN P

9 GAURAV JINDAL P

10 ADITYA MAI{ESWARI P

11 DRASHTI VIJAY P

t2 ISHA PACHORI P

t3 YASH MANTRI P

14 YASH MITRA P

l5 ANKIT KUMAR SHARMA P

16 ANJALI P

t7 AYUSH MITTAL P

18 AMAN GOYAL P

t9 ABHI SONI A

20 AYUSHI JAIN P
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2l KHUSHI BINDAL

FINAL WINNERS :-

Final three winners of the main round :-

1. Khushi Bindal

2. Gaurav Jindal

3. YashMantri

P

(

PRTYANSHU P22

PZJ JYOTI SONI

P24 NITIN MISHRA

P25 KHUSHI JAIN

P26 LAKS}ryA JAIN

P21 KHWAISH

A28 NUPOOR AGARWAL

P29 NAVEEN GURJAR

30 GAURANG P

P31 AYUSH SHARMA
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2. DebateT20 (18- 06- 2021)
About the event:

As we know that Department of English and Humanities carries out Langua ge Lab activities
during the respective lab classes as per time table we conduct activities every year this time also
during this Pandemic English and humanities took an intuitive to conduct activities which will
help students to enhance their Communication skills.

For this, Department of English and Humanities conducted an Educational activity on
Friday ie 18- 06- 2021 Debate T20for the students of First year students Second semester.
There were 54 registrations through Google form cum Registration form. Another google form
of MCQ's was generated to shortlist the final candidates. The shortlisted candidates were 28 in
number. The list was shared with students on group.There was a Whats App group which was
updated for the event from time to time with reminders etc. The event kick started at sharp 4:30
.pm on google meet platform by introduction to what Debate T20 is exactly

The 28 shortlisted participants were given topics, to take a stand FOR and AGAINST the motion
at periodic intervals of 20 seconds.Participants were judged on the following criteria:

1) Content

2) Delivery

3) Appropriateness and Correctness of language

4) Diction

5) Fluency

The topics were like

1.Bottled rvaler shoul'-l br; banned.

2.Plastics bags shoLrld be hannecl.

The contestants tried their best to speak,and three participants were finalised as first , second and
third positions, The contest was carried forward by Ms. Sonia Khubchandani Assistant
professor. Dr.HaseenaKabir, Assistant Professor , VIT from the department of English and
Humanities was invited to judge the event. Dr.Neelu Jain, HOD English and Humanities
welcomed the shortlisted candidates and wish them luck for the event. Moving forward,
Dr.Ruchi Mathur, Dean Ist Year, motivated the students and the faculties as well for conducting
such events during the pandemic keeping the development of students as the priority.
Dr.HaseenaKabir declared the final results of evaluation and shared her insightful comments on

. 5,., 
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the entire contest, e certificates were also given. The event concluded by vote of thanks by HOD
Dr.Neelu Jain. .

Pictures:
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Recording link: https:/idrive. eoogle.cor'Ivfile/dl lfkTS2hJ\'6b jornun{J-
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Notice for Language Lab activity: Debate T20
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Whats App flier

Dear Students

Hope you are doing good. Greetings from Department of Applied Science (English and
Humanities)!!

As a part of curriculum, we conduct Language Lab Activities in classes.

During pandemic, in order to enhance personality and communication skills of students we are
organising Debate T 20 competition for students of 2020-2021 batch on 18 lune 2021.

Debate T20

Debate T20: The participants have to take a stand FOR and AGAINST the motion at periodic
intervals of 20 sec. A topic will be given to each participant and he/she will have to speak on that
topic 20 sec for the motion then 20 sec against the motion then again 20 sec for the motion and
then2} sec against the motion. Topics can be innovative as "should dhoti and lungi be made the
official dress of Indian men" and "cockroaches are pretty too" etc.

JUDGEMENT CRITERIA:

Parlicipants will be judged on the following criteria:

l) Content

2) Delivery

3) Appropriateness and Correctness of language

4) Diction

5) Fluency

In view of the above, we request interested students get registered and join whatsapp group for
further information. The link for the same will be opened fbr limited time period on l5June 2021
sharp at 5:00p.m and will be closed after 16 June 5:00p.m

Note

E - certificates will be awarded to all the participants along with the flrst three winners

Best rvishes:-
Ilr'.Neelu Jain (H0D" E&H)
lVIs. Rashmi Kaushik (Event floorclinator)

11.
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Rulcs for flebate T 2{}:

i. 'l'opic u,,ill not lre changed in ian_v condition once it's assigr:ee1.

2. The partici;rants have to take a sianii FOR and AGAIi.trST the motion a1 periodic intervals of'
2{J sec. A tr-rpic rvill be given to each pafiicipant and he/she r,r-ill have to speak cn thal topic 20
sec {or the tlotion tl-ren 20 sec against the motion then agair: 2[] sec lai t]:* motion ancl tlren i0
sec against the motion.

3. An1' misbehave during the crient lviil disqualit-v,vou frora the ci-rrntr;etition.

4.Nante ol'the participant and tlre topic r.r,ill be put in the chat hc.s he{bre }'oLtr tllrn so thirt _v<tr-r

can be prepared lbr the same.

5. l*he frnal decision of'.jr,rdge rvill nct be changed in an-v circumsti*tr:es.

6" f:rver,vone has to keep thr:ir cameras on throughout the evL-nt.

Coogle S{eet joining inf'o

Vidco caii link: hlttSs'.tlnt*':l..,:.tt*g;1*.t:t:tttli*{:-rvbzt,-b;,i{

flr ilial: (tiS.}-1 413-276-7605 PIN: 4CI8 63'4 944#

(*"
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Iletrate T20 Final Contestants List -2821

JAIPU R ENG INNERING COTLEG E AND RESEARCH CENTRE

DEBATE T 20 lune L8,202L

S.

No.
Name Topic Attendance

I Nishant Munshi Boltlecl q,lltel sirouid he banned. {}

2 Divyansh garg Plastic bags sh*uld be banucl P

J
Tanushree

Acharya Clirnate change is the greatest threat lacing hr*nanilli 1orla.,, P

4 Mohit Bora Vioient viiie* gan:r"s siiorild be bamed. P

5 Prashansa Coyal Iteiigion si,*r.rlcl he taLght in scXroris. P

6
Harshvardhan

Bhardwai
All sr:hool-< shoulil be pl'ir,ate schr:*Ls

1 Naman Mathur Si--hc,ais sl*r-rld biock sites iike Yari]'r,rl"re" F acebook, ant\ lnstagrarn {)n t}le;r co{ Ii,

8 Aman Jain A[[peoph sh*u]d i:e legelariarx L]

9 Ankit Kurnar Srnohins,<1.:oLr1t1 l:r }:arrne-d in all public plnces i)
I

l0
Aditl a singh

namka
S ric ia 1 r'ned ia has inrplove,,l hur"nan c o r:lnuuic;l tiotr F

II
Divyanshu
Agrarval Ihe clcveloprnenl o|artifiriai inteliigence li,ill heip lru::anit), P

t2
Khushboo

Agarual {-}nlir:e Teilchit:g: Prol ;;rr1 Clcns F

l3 Avush An,a Cancellaliou olBoarul Ilra;ns: EJoor.r or Bane P

l4 Prasham Jain HdLrr:ational .lualillciitisn,( er$*lc success in liib P

I5 Yashaswi .Iaiswal S*e ia1 mrdia has irnpl*ved hunxrn comnurcatic-x: P

16 Aman jain Democracy is the best tbrm ofgovemment. P

17 Saransh Jain \\,'urrrcn are hefier llenasers Dt

l8 Kunal sharma Love man'iase is h*tter thfifi arr;rnee ffiarriasie P

t9 Rohit Sankhala Narendm h,Ioili cleseri.es ti) tle on the r:ure:rcv nole P

20
MAHAK
CHOTIIIAN

}iffil'eprereLu'ship is the iutL- rl,! olhope ibr lndian.r,cLrli.rs. P

21 Aksha mishra Er-rthanasia siror-rld be banneci IJ

22 vishakha r4ulani Our plivacv is :lore irnpofiant than national P

23 \4nayakjaimini Smokirrg should be barrcd in ail pLrbiic piaces r]
I

24
RISHIKA
SHARMA Srie ial nrilia ]'ms iurplrived human colnrnulricalil:n P

25
Hardik

M aheshrvari
The devcii:prncnt ci artilie ial in.r.elligrnce u,ill help hiliuariit,i, P

26 Nikita Aganval Online '] eacl.:ilig: I:)rcs ancl {lolls P

27 Saransh Jain Cancellation cf iSoarci Llxiinrs: Boon or Ba:* Il

28
Ankur Kunur
Singh

Educatbnal qLrnlilicarioris efisLre success in li1i A

t.
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Final three winners of the main round :-

1. VishakhaMulani

2. HardikMaheshwari

3. VinayakJaimini

Sample certificates:
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3. Pic-a-Speako (1017 l2l)
About the event:

As we know that Department of English and Humanities carries out Language Lab activities
during the respective lab classes as per time table we conduct activities every year this time also
during this Pandemic English and humanities took an intuitive to conduct activities which wilt
help students to enhance their Communication skills.

For this, Department of English and flumanities conducted an activity on Saturday l0- 07-
2021 Pic-a-speakofor the students of First year students Second semester. There were 56
registrations through Google Registration form. Another google form of MCQ's was generated
to shortlist the final candidates. The shortlisted candidates were 26 in number. The list was
shared with students on group. There was a whatsapp group which was created for the event for
time to time with reminders etc. The event kick started at sharp 5 .pm on google meet platform
by introduction to what Pic-a-speako is exactly.

The 26 shortlisted participants were given picture the current participant, helshe will given 1

minute to speak on the same. An extension of 10 seconds will be given in order to complete the
speech. Participants were judged on the following criteria:

1) Content

2) Delivery

3) Appropriateness and Correctness of language

4) Diction

5) Fluency

The pictures were:

1. Sa.tilical

2. }-r'agic

-,1. il:unn3.

The contestants tried their best to speak, and three participants were finalised as first , second and
third positions, The contest was carried forward by the moderators OjasviSharma and Prashansa
Goyal. The judges for the contest were Dr.Shikha Agarwal, Asst. Prof from from the department
of English and Humanities SKIT, Jaipur and Ms Sonal Sharma. Dr.Neelu Jain, HOD English and
Humanities welcomed the shortlisted candidates and wish them luck for the event. Moving
forward, Dr.Barkha Srivastava, Dy. Dean Ist Year, motivated the students and the faculties as

well for conducting such events duriirg the pandemic keeping the development of students as the
priority. Dr.Shikha Agarwal and Ms Sonal Sharma declared the final results of evaluation and

ar^
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shared their insightful comments on the entire contest, e certificates were also given. The event
concluded by vote of thanks by HOD Dr.Neelu Jain.

Keeping the beautiful memories in our Memory lane, we will conduct many more activities.

Some glimpses of the event
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(.-, Recording link:

httns:l/drive.so hvvAAsIlK d kv RXRI{HXIIc S 9 kA f} Ol-T47WB S/view?usn=d
rive web
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Notice for Language Lab activity: Pic-a-speako
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Whats App flier

Dear Students

Hope you are doing good. Greetings from Department of Applied Science (English and
Humanities)!!

As a part of curriculum, we conduct Language Lab Activities in classes.

During pandemic, in order to enhance personality and communication skills of students we are
organising Pic-a-speako competition for students of 2020-2021batchon 10 July 2021.

Pic-a-Speako:

Pic-a-Speako event is based on the fact that "Every Picture tells a story". It is a picture
description contest which tests the power of observation and the ability to describe it in an
effective manner. It shows the potential indulging in an individual for imagination, creativity,
presence of mind with visual scenes. Observation of visual clippings creates the new story which
should be so much fictional but show the real correlation.

JUDGEMENT CRITERIA:

Participants will be judged on the following criteria:

1) Content

2) Delivery

3) Appropriateness and Correctness of language

4) Diction

5) Fluency

In view of the above, we request interested students get registered and join whatsapp group for
further information. The link for the same will be opened for limited time period on 6 July 2021
sharp at 5:00p.m and will be closed after 7 July 5:00p.m

Note

E - certificates will be awarded to all the participants along with the first three winners

Best wishes:-
Dr.Neelu Jain (HOD, E&H)
h4s. Farihar (Event Cor'rrclinator)

*

\_.
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L

Rules f*r Pic-a-Spe*ko:

L The picture allotled tr-i lhe respective parlicipanl rvill no1 b,- ch;er:ged iu an3,' conclition i-r*ce it's
assigned.

2. When the ;:icture will be tlashed ibl the current partici;:ant. he/she rvill be given I minute tir
speak on the same. Au exteusiotl of 10 seconds will be given in crder to ccmplet* the speech.

3. When the oilrrent participanls' titne is ovel antither picture rvill be llashed on the soree* fbr the
next parlicipant so that hei'she can prepare 1'or lhe same.

4. 'i'he natne of the next participiint rvill be there in the chat br:x as rvell as annollnced b_:, the
morierator. Si: kindl.v pay attention tolr,,ards the same.

5. An1'- misl:ehave during the event i.vill disqualify you frcinr the canrpetition.

6. Tlie linal decision ofiudge r.vill not ire changed in an-v circumstnnces.

7. L.r,eryone has to keep their carnel'.ls on throrighout th* eve*t.

(_..
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Pic-*-speaha $'inal Contestants List -2*21

L

JAIPUR ENGINEERING COLLEGE AND RESEARCH
CENTRE

Pic-a- speako 10 July 2021

S. No Name Attendance
1 Divya Jain P

2 Harsh Vardhan Sinqh P

J NishantMunshi P

4 Ayushi Georqe P

5 Aryan yadav P

b Raina A
7 Preksha Jain P

8 AYUSH KOTHARI P
o Avisharma P

10 JanviMotwani P

11 vishakhamulani P

12 Mohammad Anas Khan A
13 Balpreet Kaur P

14 Kritipancholi P

15 NishantShakya A
16 Manish Kumawat A
17 Yashvi Nama P

18 Rimihimsharma P

19 DarpanMendiratta P

20 Ankit Kumar P

21 Vinayakiaimini P

22 KHUSHI SONI P

23 Arpitkrishan Sharma P

24 Aishwarya Jain P

25 Gaurav Thanvi A
26 SakshiNaruka A

(*..

Final three winners of the main round:-

1. Balpreet Kaur

2. VishakhaMulani

3. Ayushi George

*q
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Abstract 

 

The 3 days long SDP program including 9 sessions (3 per day) explained and briefed 

the audience on “Concentration Enhancement Through Meditation”,where 

prominent speakers like Mr.Harish moyal, Dr.Aditi Singhal, EV Gireesh,EV 

Swaminathan, Balakishore sir , Mr. Chand Mishra and many more captured the 

inquisitive and excited audience with their words of immense knowledge and their 

respective experiences. The series of session was inaugurated on 5th April”2021 by 

our chief guest Prof.Rajeev Jain (Vice Chancellor,Rajasthan University) with the 

presence of Prof.V.K.Chandna(President,JECRC) and Dr.Aditi Singhal(Eminent 

speaker).The inaugural was followed by 2nd session where the audience was 

digitally detoxified by Balakishore sir  and also experienced a mesmerizing talk with 

Mr.Harish Moyal about concentration using music. 

The 3rd session by another prominent speaker EV Gireesh sir took everyone’s 

attention and heart as he spoke about how to put on your concentration cap. 

The next day again , Ev Gireesh sir made the audience content and delighted as soon 

as he talked about how meditation is a medicine and even solved various queries of 

the audience. 

The trick to crack the success code was presented by Dr.Aditi Singhal Ma’am in the 

following session. Later, EV Swaminathan sir encouraged and helped students in 

designing their destinies. 

 On 7th April2021, the program initiated with practical tips on Mediation by 

Sis.Chandrakala. 

After the powerful and encapsulating session of Sis.Chandrakala, the audience was 

pleased to imbibe Practical Tips on Concentration by Mr.Mukesh Agarwal sir, Mr. 

Ram Prakash sir and Ms.Chitra khandelwal ma’am who beautifully taught and 

helped the students in grasping various tips altogether. 

The last session taught the students about how to plan their actions by our eminent 

speaker EV Swaminathan which was continued by a valedictory session of  Dr. 

Anuradha Jain Ma’am and Mr.Chand Mishra sir including  words of wisdom by 

Prof.Victor Gambhir (Principal,JU). 

The event was completed and ended by a vote of thanks, by Mr.Mukesh Agarwal 

sir. 
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Speaker's Profile 

1. Dr.Aditi Singhal 

Dr. Aditi Singhal is an international maths and memory trainer, 

author , motivational speaker and counselor. 

She has been awarded as “The Best Memory Trainer” by the 

India Book of Records. 

She also holds a Guinness World Record for teaching Largest 

Maths Lesson and 3 records in The Limca Book of Records for 

memory and fastest calculation. 

 Dr.Aditi Singhal is also the co-founder of Dynamic Minds Group.  
 

 

2. Shri Balakishore 

Bala Kishore is an engineer and Professional Certified Coach. 

He has been associated with the IT industry since 1994. He has 

been a meditation practitioner for the last 23 years. He holds 

many awards and recognitions to his name including British 

Chevening Scholarship in 2001. Currently, Bala is the Vice 

President of Transformation, SEARCE Technologies.  For the 

last fifteen years he has been sharing deep knowledge through 

lectures on various topics related to mind, medicine, motivation, leadership and 

spirituality. He has taken sessions at Facebook Mumbai, Infosys, TCS, BOSCH, 

DST etc. 
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3. Harish Moyal 

Harish Moyal is a singer and an actor. He won the IMA 

award in 2011. He is one of the top finalists of INDIAN IDOL – 

Season 1 and has performed in a number of TV shows. He is well 

known for stage performances. He is nothing less than a live wire 

and a Rockstar on stage with his outstanding performance. He 

has performed live in over 3000 shows all over the world and has 

always made his audiences groove and dance to his energetic 

voice. Today, Harish Moyal stands out as one of the most talented singers & 

performers in the Indian Live Music Industry. 

 

 

4. BK EV GIREESH 

BK EV Girish is a Dynamic Trainer and Counsellor with 

passion for excellence and creativity. With an experience of 

more than 14 years he is well-known for his unique style and 

ability to inspire people.  He has taken training programs at 

various institutes including ISRO - Indian Space Research 

Organization, NPCIL - Nuclear Power Corporation of India 

Ltd, IITs, NID (National Institute of Design), Indian Army,  L&T, ICAI, ICSI, Tata 

Motors, TCS, Accenture, Infosys, Cipla, Zydas Research Laboratories,  Tata Power 

etc. 
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5. BK EV Swaminathan 

Dr. EV Swaminathan is a trainer, counsellor and consultant with 

a clear focus on creating a value based society. He is an 

engineering and management faculty and gives training on 

emotional engineering, empathetic communication, 

concentration and memory enhancing and work efficiencies. He 

has also appeared on several television talk shows which are 

being aired on Awakening and Peace of Mind channels. 

 

 

6. Sister Chandrakala 

Brahma Kumari Chandrakala is a director of Rajyoga Retreat 

Center at Vaishali Nagar, Jaipur. She coordinates more than 40 

Rajyoga Meditation Centers in and around jaipur.  

She is gifted with higher levels of consciousness and has 

attained deeper stages of yoga. She was honoured with "PR 

Hall of Fame by the public relations council of India", in 2019. 

She had extensively travelled in India & abroad (Europe, Asia 

&South Africa) for conducting and facilitating various 

seminars on spirituality for people to practice in their daily lifestyle. 

 

 

7. Mukesh Agarwal 

Mukesh Agarwal is the head of Spiritual Research Cell, Rajyoga Thought Lab.He is 

also the CEO of Rural Technology Business Incubator(RTBI) at Jaipur Engineering 

College and Research Centre(JECRC),jaipur. 
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He handles a lot of meditation awareness programs and has been practicing 

meditation for 25 years. 

He is a great speaker and has taken a lot of sessions to motivate people for meditation 

and self empowerment techniques. 

He is currently working on various researches and mentoring students about 

different kinds of techno-spiritual projects and is even responsible for initiating 

various social awareness programs including FFJ(Fruit Full Jaipur). 
 

 

 8. Ram Prakash Singhal 

Ram Prakash Singhal is the initiator of the 7 Billion Acts of 

Goodness program. Currently he is in the US. He had become 

a votary of the Brahma Kumaris when he had been in college 

at the age of 21 and never strayed far from their centres in the 

US or from his deep spiritual beliefs. He also teaches 

meditation and stress management during his off hours as a 

type of volunteer work. 

 

9. Ms.Chitra Khandelwal 

Chitra Khandelwal is the counselor and meditation mentor of Spiritual Research Cell 

of Jaipur Engineering College and Research Centre(JECRC), jaipur. 

She has been practising meditation for many years and has conducted numerous 

sessions on self empowerment and meditation techniques. 

She has also researched on various meditation benefits and also published research 

papers on the same as well as on mindfulness. 
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10. Shri Chand Mishra 

Chand Mishra is Bollywood’s most respected Business 

Manager for celebrities. He has been honoured with 

Dadasaheb Phalke Award for best Business Manager of Cine 

Star. He has been in the film industry for 46 years and has 

worked with many actors. He is the Managing Director of 

Ivana Studioz also. 

He has been connected with Brahma Kumaris since 1997. He 

has produced many spiritual songs albums one of them is Who 

am I? which has been given an educational certificate by the Censor Board of India. 

His contribution in Godly Service has been invaluable. 
 

 

11. Dr.Anuradha Jain 

Dr.Anuradha Jain is the current dean and principal of 

Vivekananda School of Economics and Statutory Compliance 

& Inspections. 

Prof. Anuradha Jain is a fanatical economist and has numerous 

research papers to her credit in diverse areas. 

She also holds significant membership positions as Advisory 

board Centre for Education growth and Research; ICA and 

INAAR. 

She also has the honor of being the Chairperson of Social Welfare Cell, Centre for 

Education Growth and Research. 

She is an honorary Advisory Member of International Association of Research & 

Development Organization. 

She has been important in uplifting the rights of women as general Secretary, 

Women  Division, International Jurist Council and has also been awarded Shiksha 

Gaurav Puraskar 2016 and Innovative Leader award ,2017.  
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Inaugural session 

Dr. Vinita Mathur started the session by giving a warm welcome to all dignitaries 

and the participants. 

 

● Prof. V.K. Chandana delivered a welcome address to all the dignitaries and 

the participants and gave insight about the three days SDP programme. He 

also told the audience that JECRC is continuously making efforts for mental, 

emotional and spiritual development of students and teachers through 

Spiritual Research Cell which is a unique thought lab of its own kind. He 

requested everyone to utilize their valuable time by attending all the sessions 

of the SDP. 

 

 

● Professor Rajeev Jain expressed that: 

 

1. This programme is a different and much beneficial three days workshop on 

concentration.  

2. Neural pathways are increased in people by practicing meditation.  

3. The impact of positive thoughts on work and health is much appreciable.  

4. He explained the benefits of meditation :- 

 

(1) Increase the level of confidence.  

(2) Increase the clarity and focus for better mental health.  
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Dr. Aditi Singhal 

1. She started the session by explaining about the concentration.  

2. The key of concentration is interest 

3. She then gave the laws of memory :- 

A - Association 

I - Imagination 

R- Ridiculous thinking 

 

4. Good memory to Powerful mind.  

5. Three things are required for good memory and Powerful mind:- 

(1) Healthy Nourishment for mind - whatever we are intaking i.e. 

watching, listening & reading.  

(2) Relaxation for mind -Meditation. 

(3) Exercise for mind :- Visualization.  

    6. She advised to intake the healthy food for mind i.e. Positive thoughts.  

    7. She gave the definition of Raja yoga meditation - 

● Raja means Mastery of the self 

● Yoga means Union with the Supreme  

   8. She then explained Why should we do Rajyoga Meditation :   

● It's easy.  

● Knowledge based.  
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● Strengthens mind  

● Strengthens intellect  

● Sanskar parivartan 
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2nd session 

 

 

In this digital age, healthy use of technology is very much important. 

The Second session of the SDP on 5 April ,2021 revolved around the above stated 

need of the current time. The session was presented by Mr. BalaKishore on the topic 

'Digital Detoxification' in which he shared relevant and useful information about the 

preventive measures and the ways to achieve digital detoxification. 

 

● He stated Brain is the excellent filter and attention is its gate.  

● Attention is the key for creating neural circuits and this property of the brain 

to create neural circuits is called Neuroplasticity. 

● He showed that the neural circuits formed due to internet addictions, social 

media addictions, etc cause concentration problems. 

● Continuous sitting , improper food habits also affect our concentration . 

● He provided some preventive measures for enhance the concentration like- 

1. Switching off unwanted notifications. 

      2.  Sitting less , moving more. 

      3.  Doing physical exercise. 

      4.  Eat right, Eat less and Live Long. 
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      5.  Sleep is not waste. Sleeping more is required in this Digital age. 

 

He also shared the key to digital detoxification which helps us to enhance the 

concentration - Meditation. 

After it some questions of participants regarding digital detoxification were 

answered and then he ended his part by a 5 minutes meditation session . 

 

 

Mr. Harish Moyal 

Sir said that in our daily routine, we should spend some time on our hobbies. When 

we dedicate some time daily to the things we love to do, it is like investing for our 

future and our concentration level also increases a lot. He then gave his example that 

apart from doing his daily works, he used to take out 1 hour daily for learning and 

practicing singing that became his passion later in life and he did very well in this 

field . He told everyone that one hour that he spent daily on his interest played a 

major role in increasing his concentration and he was able to concentrate better while 

doing other things also .  

 

He further explained to the audience that music has a direct impact on mind. On the 

one hand, we can increase our concentration by listening to soothing music . But on 

the other hand, listening to songs that use violent or bad words damage our mind and 

reduce our concentration. Moreover we start to become like a personality similar to 
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the vocabulary of songs . Thus as students, it is your responsibility that you choose 

songs and music wisely. Healso advised everyone from his practical experience that 

everyone should take out 5 minutes while doing daily activities and get connected 

with Supreme Soul . This helps us to get recharged and concentrate more on our 

work.  
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3rd Session 

 
 

The second session of the third day of SDP on 'Concentration Enhancement 

through Meditation' was addressed by EV Gireesh on the topic 'Put on your 

Concentration Caps'. 

First of all he stated that Every human being on planet earth has tremendous power 

of concentration, only that we don't consciously use it where it has to be used then 

he explained : 

● One of the easiest ways to concentrate on anything or everything is to create 

interest or in simple words it's to love it. 

● The more you create Interest, the easier things become for you. 

After that he said that for concentration one of the most essential tools is meditation 

,he gave a brief introduction about it. 

Meditation : The discipline of looking inwardly is meditation. 

● It is a pilgrimage within. 

● Meditation is internalising consciousness. 

● Detachment and Visualization are the key to meditation. 

● Every time we bring the mind back ,we are strengthening our ability to 

concentrate. 

● We eventually grow,able to leave the thought and not hook into them in the 

first place through repeated practice with concentrative meditation. 

Meditation are of three types: 
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1. Concentrative Meditation 

2. Contemplative Meditation 

3. Transcending Meditation 

At last he explained about mindfulness: 

Mindfulness: Mindfulness is putting some space between ourselves and our 

reactions breaking down our conditioned responses. 

 

Basics of Mindfulness practice are 

● Set aside some time 

● Observe the present moment as it is. 

● Let your judgement roll by. 

● Return to observing the present moment as it is. 

● Be kind to your wandering mind 

 

At the end of the session ,he guided the participants to experience the true self 

through meditation and feel the peace and power within.  

After the Q&A round Ms Richa Sharma gave a thanking note to the speaker. 
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4th session  

 

 
 

 

The first session of the second day of SDP on 'Concentration Enhancement 

through Meditation' was addressed by BK EV Gireesh on the topic 'Meditation 

as Medicine '. 

 

Gireesh Sir started the session by explaining to the audience that the main principle 

of happiness is health and the main principle of health is Yoga. Therefore it is very 

important to practice Yoga and before that we have to understand what actually Yoga 

means ? Yoga is a Science -  Science of well being. Yoga is bringing fitness in the 

body, calmness in the mind, kindness in the heart and awareness in life.  

 

Yoga means union of the little self with the divine self. People often confuse Yoga 

with Hatha Yoga( Asanas) - the system of bodily postures. But Yoga is primarily a 

spiritual discipline. Hatha Yoga is the physical branch of Raja Yoga, the true science 

of Yoga . Raja Yoga is a system of meditation techniques that help to harmonize the 

human consciousness with the divine consciousness.  
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He further said that English word 'Meditation' is derived from a latin word 'Meditari' 

which means to - think, contemplate, devise, ponder.  Meditation is a part of Yoga, 

which deals with mental relaxation and concentration. To make our physical health 

better we perform asanas, in the same way to improve the health of the soul we 

should do meditation.  

 

After giving a very clear definition of Meditation, he told the audience that how does 

meditation heal the mind as well as body. While practicing meditation various kinds 

of hormones are released in our body. These include various happy hormones such 

as Dopamine - The Reward Hormone, Oxytocin - The Love Hormone,  Endorphins 

- The Calm Hormone and Serotonin which is the Will - Power Hormone .  

  

With the release of happy hormones, Meditation also reduces the release of stress 

hormones such as Cortisol. Meditation also boosts the release of a very important 

hormone which is Growth hormone. Growth hormone is responsible for the growth 

in Youth . The quality of sleep also gets improved when we practice Meditation as 

the Sleep molecule - Melatonin gets boosted.  

 

He then presented some facts about Mind : 

●     Rule your mind or it will rule you .  

●     Mind can be an obedient servant or a dangerous master . 

●     If the brain is hardware then the mind is software .  

 

Sir then added that we shouldn't allow ourselves to be controlled by - Past, Other 

people's opinion, Limited beliefs, Relationships, Money andHealth. 

 

A question answer round was organised at last. Many participants got the answers 

to their questions from Gireesh Sir .  

 

Q -1) How to control our mind? It is becoming impossible to handle the negative 

thoughts.  

 

Ans) When any body part becomes paralytic, it becomes impossible to control or 

move that part as per our wish. Similarly, when the mind becomes paralytic that 
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means it stops creating positive thoughts, it becomes difficult for us to control it. 

When we start practicing meditation, the mind becomes habitual of creating positive 

thoughts and we gain control over it.  

 

Q- 2) How do I create the habit of practicing meditation daily ? How to avoid 

negative thoughts which come to my mind when I practice meditation? 

 

Ans) We should make meditation a priority, not an option. We never forget to eat 

food .. Why? Because it is the fuel for our body. Without food, the body does not 

get energy and feel tired. Similarly, meditation and positive thoughts are food for 

our mind . Skipping meditation even for a single day, makes our mind feel tired.   

When negative thoughts start approaching you, try to detach yourself from them by 

being stuck to a single positive thought. For example - Just stick to this thought that 

i am a peaceful soul.  

 

Q-3) How to achieve zero thought level in meditation?  

 

Ans) It can never happen that mind does not create even a single thought. We can 

reach a state in meditation where the mind produces only one thought and get stable 

in that. And this is the best level of meditation when the mind is able to concentrate 

on only one thought without any chaos.  

 

With such a beautiful explanation on ‘Meditation as Medicine’ and a worthy 

question - answers round, the session proceeded towards the end and Ms Richa 

Sharma gave a thanking note to Gireesh Sir and the audience.   
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5th session 

 
 

The second session of the second day of SDP on 'Concentration Enhancement 

through Meditation' was addressed by Dr. Aditi Singhal on the topic ' Crack 

the Success Code '. 

 

Aditi ma'am said that there is always a code to crack anything. Similarly, there exists 

a very simple and much effective code to achieve success in every field of life. And 

this Code For Success is P A U S E . She then decoded this Code :  

 

1. P stands for ' Positive Intake ' :- It is a very common and at the same time very 

powerful saying - ' You are what you eat '. This means how our mind works also 

depends upon the kind of information we intake. If we intake positive information 

i.e, we read, listen and watch the positive and useful things then the thoughts we 

create will also be positive. Thus as students, you should only read, listen and watch 

the content from social media and other sources that inspires and motivates you. And 

avoid the content that is harmful for mind and lowers our concentration power.  

  

2. A stands for ' Attention ' :- Wherever my attention goes, energy flows and 

wherever my energy flows , life grows. We can understand the importance of 

attention by this line. Ma'am explained that if we want to grow into life, we should 
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pay attention to where we are. We should always pay attention towards opportunities 

that life offers to us. By doing so, the opportunities in our life also start to increase . 

She explained that some things in life are in our control. At the same time, there exist 

things which are not in our control. So always pay attention towards the things which 

are in your control and make the best out of it.  

 

3. U stands for ' Use Self Control ' :- According to some surveys and studies, it is 

found that students who have a high level of patience in them achieve more success 

in life as compared to the ones who have low patience levels . This shows it is very 

much important to have control over the self to be successful in life. Power of Self 

Control saves ourselves from various distractions and negative things and we can 

easily stay focused towards our goals.  

 

4. S stands for ' Science of Visualisation ' :- 'Brain cannot differentiate whether you 

are imagining something or actually doing it' . In an experiment on science of 

visualisation , it was found that the patient whose limb got paralyzed after a stroke 

started imagining that he is moving his limb . As a result the brain blood increased 

enough and the amount of tissue death was diminished. Soon he was able to move 

the limb. Similarly, mam gave the example of Roger Bannister who created the 

World Record of running a mile in 4 minutes. Before that it was considered to be 

impossible . When he was asked how he was able to do that, he revealed that it was 

not the first time that he created this World Record. He had made this World Record 

so many times in his brain by using imagination power. She then explained to 

students that we can also do impossible tasks with the help of our imagination power. 

Start visualising your goals along with hard work and smartwork.   

 

5. E stands for ' Energise the Self ' :- It is very important to energise ourselves to 

perform our actions efficiently. Before that it is very much crucial to understand 

what actually SELF is ? It is a major misconception that I am this ' BODY '. Actually 

I am not this body, I am an Energy who does every work using this body as an 

instrument . Human being is made up of two words - human + being. SELF means 

Spiritual Energy In Light Form. To energise the self , the best method is to do 

Meditation. Meditation actually means seeing our actual qualities and to do positive 

self talk. We all are special with unique qualities.   
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She guided everyone with a beautiful Meditation Commentary : Sit back 

Comfortably . Repeat these thoughts in your Mind along with realization - 'I radiate 

Love and Happiness..', 'My thoughts are under my control', ' I know, I can do it!', 

'Success is my birthright', 'I am getting better day by day', 'I accept myself 

unconditionally'.    
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6th session 

 

 

 

Dr. EV Swaminathan 

 

The third session of the Second day of SDP on 'Concentration Enhancement 

through meditation' was addressed by Dr. BK EV Swaminathan on the topic 

'Design your Destiny'.  

 

The event started at 1:30 o'clock on Zoom platform. 

Event Curator Ms. Priyanka Mitra welcomed the speaker and all the participants and 

handed over the board to the spokesman BK Swaminathan. 

He addressed the audience and shared his views upon the topic. He shared the 

importance of happiness that if we are happy we will definitely become successful. 

So, to live a healthy and happy life we must include good things in our lifestyle such 

as: 

● Physical exercise 

● Meditation 

● Balance diet 

Some other points that he shared for Enhancing the concentration are : 
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Whenever we feel sad or things are not going according to us, we should take a pause 

and take a break to introspect and analyse whether we are on the right track or not. 

We should connect ourselves with nature , happy people and feel blessed about what 

we have. 

 

●  We can not control what is happening around and with us i.e., Outer pressure 

but we can surely control what happens within us i.e., Inner Coping Abilities.  

 

● To increase your concentration add good things like meditation, physical 

exercise, etc  in your lifestyle to make it a healthy one and create big changes 

after some period of time  through simple, small and sustainable changes. 

● For Enhancing Concentration Mind your MIND because MIND over matters. 

● We should increase our reaction time and emotional intelligence. 

● Strong and powerful mind creates powerful thoughts, emotions and attitudes. 

For it, the quantity of thoughts must be low and quality of thoughts must be 

high. 

 

After it he stated that he had never seen such a lab which works upon thoughts in 

any college as Rajayoga Thought Lab. He was really impressed with its idea. 
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7th session 

 
 

The First session of the third day of SDP on 'Concentration Enhancement 

through Meditation' was addressed by Sister Chandrakala on the topic 

'Practicals tips on Meditation' 

 

She started her session by saying that one of the best methods to increase 

concentration is Meditation. It is not only to better your concentration but to add 

good virtues in you then she started to talk about meditation. 

 

What is Meditation? 

Meditation is an art of creating a peaceful environment inside, so that no outer 

circumstances or people disturb you. 

 

Benefits of meditation 

● Clear decision making 

● Enhancement of Concentration power 

● Positive attitude 

● Ability to relax 

● Healthy mind & body 

● Ability to work under pressure 
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Four stages of meditation : 

● Withdrawal ( From outer being and external influences) 

● Contemplate ( Your inner self as point of light and radiating positive energy 

waves) 

● Concentrate ( Your attention on highest power or Supreme Being) 

● Realize ( Stability - total stillness) 

 

 When you can't concentrate because of past and negative thoughts then use given 

below methods: 

 

POSITIVE ATTITUDE:  

Think - advantage of every situation 

Learn - something from every situation 

Live - in present not in the future or past 

Focus - on challenges and solutions 

To be - hopeful 

To be - proactive 

 

● Consume good and positive food for mind 

● Choose the people who can add value to your life 

 

Physical preparation for meditation : 

● Open eyes 

● Sit comfortably 

● Value early morning hours -  Amritvela 

● Choose a place away from noise & visual distraction 

● Create a defined meditation place in your home 

● Learn to make God your companion 

● Regular spiritual study provides the right quality of food for a mind and 

intellect . 
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At the end of the session ,she guided the participants to experience the true self 

through meditation and feel the peace and power within and Ms. Chitra khandelwal 

gave a thanking note to her. 
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8th session 

 

The second session of the third day of SDP on 'Concentration Enhancement 

through Meditation' was addressed by Sh. Mukesh Agarwal, Dr. Ram Prakash 

Singhal and Ms. Chitra Khandelwal on the topic 'Practical tips on 

Concentration'. 

 

Mr. Mukesh agrawal started his session by motivating the students to focus on the 

root cause of distraction and then finding remedy to it. 

 

Body conscious -In body conscious we consider ourselves as a body and see others 

as a body. Due to body consciousness we create thoughts of lust,anger and ego which 

increase the number of thoughts. Because of this we can't concentrate. 

Soul conscious -  Here we consider ourselves as a soul which creates peace, purity 

in our mind and the number of thoughts reduces then it increases concentration. 

 

TIPS FOR CONCENTRATION:- 

● Mind waves - Whatever thoughts we create in our mind for any person those 

thoughts reach to that person so we should neither radiate any negative 

thought nor receive it. It is only possible by practicing meditation.  

● Goal Oriented - We must create a realistic goal before study. 

● Time Oriented - We must be set a realistic time table before study. 
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● Helps Others - We should help others with whatever we know to share with 

friends which make our concept stronger and increase our knowledge. 

●  Positive break - we should take a short break in our mind in between  studies. 

Break should not be for more than 10 to 15 minutes.  

● Forget , Forgive and Meditate help to increase our concentration and keep 

the mind calm. 

 

After the Mr.Mukesh Agarwal session, next speaker Mr. Ramprakash joined the 

session. He shared his practical experiences with the participants. 

 

● First of all he stated that as I got spiritual knowledge in my life so I understand 

how to apply love, peace and purity in life . 

● Always try to apply knowledge practically in life . 

 

He categorized the concentration into two types : 

1. Static concentration 

2. Dynamic concentration 

 

● For concentration firstly we should set a big goal in our life. 

● We should have Time Management skills in our life. 

● Go beyond your capacities. 

● We should start the work rather than thinking about the problem and Never 

stop until you get success. 

● Always helps others this gives internal happiness. 

Then he gave a brief introduction about his 7 billion acts of goodness campaign. 

After that Ms. Chitra Khandelwal took some questions from participants which were 

answered by speakers. The session ended after Mrs. Barkha Srivastava gave a thank 

you note to the speakers.  
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9th session 

 

The Third session of the third day of SDP on 'Concentration Enhancement through 

Meditation' was a valedictory session and was addressed by Dr. BK EV 

Swaminathan, Dr. Anuradha jain, Prof. Victor Gambhir and Shri Chand Mishra. 

 

Ms. Bhoomika Kapoor welcomed everyone to continue the whole journey and 

handed over the board to Dr. BK EV Swaminathan.  

 

● He started the session by explaining the importance of EQ (Emotional 

Intelligence). 

 

● Mind + intellect = Concentration 

 

● He then added further that we must 'Forget Learning, Learn Forgetting' to 

manage our thoughts. This helps us to concentrate on one thing.  

 

● Sleep is the best gift of nature. When we sleep our brain's state reaches a delta 

level in which the quantity reduces and the quality can be improved by doing 

meditation. So, proper sleep along with meditation also helps us to enhance  

concentration.  
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● The language of our mind = Drawing/Images 

 

● Then he told the secret of making one's mind his best friend.  So, we should 

add some alternative positive words everytime in our thoughts to make them 

elevated which heals us by infusing positivity.  

 

Then everyone meditated for a few minutes under his guidance and experienced the 

power of high quality thoughts. 

 

After planning their actions, the audience experienced the enthusiastic and 

motivational thoughts and words of Dr.Anuradha Jain who not only highlighted the 

benefits of meditation but also talked about the requirement and necessity of hard 

work and determination. 

She established a state of self-motivation and determination into young minds. 

 

The audience was then introduced to Shri Chand Mishra ji by Prof. Victor gambhir. 

Shri Chand Mishra ji enlightened the audience about meditation and its benefits. 

He made the event successful by his esteemed presence. 
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Feedback 
3-days SDP program got great response in all terms as shown by the data 

collected through feedback forms: 

 

Day -1 
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Day-2 

 

Day-3 
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Noble gestures for you! 
Arvind Upadhyay 
Swami Vivekanand Subharti 
University, Meerut, U.P. 
 
I just don’t have a word for it but it 
was really great. I'm grateful that sir 
and madam gave their precious 
time to us thank u � 
Khushboo Yadav 
SNDT university 
 
Best event so far attended. 
Vanshika goswami 
Amity Institute of Education Noida 
  
Event was awesome. Made me 
understand so many things with 
which I can really do very well in my 
life. Thank you. 
Mini Gupta 
R. D. Girls College, Bharatpur 
  
I think I meditated today just by 
listening to Girish Sir. Wow, such a 
calm and peaceful personality. 
JECRC Foundation 
Jahid Khan 
 
The event was very well conducted. 
It was an honour to be able to listen 
to the experiences of such eminent 
speakers. 
Akanksha Yadav 
Amity University Uttar Pradesh, 
Noida 
 
Glad that I have participated in such 
a great event 

You guys are doing brilliant work. 
Please keep it up for future 
generations too. 
Shreyans 
IIT Kharagpur 
 
I am extremely grateful for these 
sessions. Looking forward to many 
more such events 
Priyanka Chattopadhyay 
Amazon 
 
I am really thankful�� to the 
entered team of JECRC, Jaipur for 
organize such type of student 
developing program & given an 
opportunity to participation. 
Pritipurna Prusty 
Sarada Devi institute of Medical 
science Mahanadi Viher ,Cuttack 
 
Brilliant event. 
Yashi Bishnoi 
JECRC Foundation 
 
It was really good and I gained so 
much knowledge to live life with a 
stress free environment. 
Sneha Agarwal 
JECRC Foundation 
 
It was amazing to be a part of such 
an amazing event where one can 
get answers to many questions and 
inner peace. 
Khushi Sehgal 
IIS University, Mansarovar, Jaipur  
It was a very well executed 
session. Kudos to the presenters 
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Shreyans 
IIT Kharagpur 

 

and speakers. Learned a lot today 
about myself. 
Sonam Rana 
Amity institute of education 
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Registration data analysis 
The 3-days Student Development Program on 'Concentration Enhancement 

through Meditation' fascinated lots of students and brought 2430 

registrations from all over the country. 

There were participants from more than 1000 different institutions and organizations 

from 500+ cities. The event came out to be very  beneficial for all. 
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Attendance data 
After analysing the registration as well as participation data, the data was then 

correlated with the defined eligibility criterion for certification. 

The list of eligible participants who received the certificates  was generated and is 

as follows:  

 

S. 

NO. Name Ref. NO. Email 

1 Shrungeri Sundar Kulkarni JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/302 shrungeriskulkarni@gmail.com 

2 Shruti Singh JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/303 shrutisingh.ce24@jecrc.ac.in 

3 Siddula Shashank JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/304 siddulashashank@gmail.com 

4 Sidrah Abbas JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/305 sidrahabbas9@gmail.com 

5 Sima Mudli JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/306 96simamudli@gmail.com 

6 Simran Soorma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/307 simransoorma11@gmail.com 

7 Sneha Agarwal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/308 snehaagarwal.ai24@jecrc.ac.in 

8 Sneha Singha JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/309 sinhasneha593@gmail.com 

9 Sonali Aggarwal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/310 aggarwalsonali1996@gmail.com 

10 Sonali Samant JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/311 sonalissamant123@gmail.com 

11 Sonali Vijayvargiya JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/312 sonalivijayvargiya.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

12 Sonalika Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/313 sonalikasharma.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

13 Sonam Rana JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/314 sonamrana228@gmail.com 

14 Soniya Singh JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/315 soniyasingh.ce24@jecrc.ac.in 

15 Sonu Kumar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/316 sonukumar2820001@gmail.com 

16 Sony Mishra JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/317 

sony.20gsoe1010020@galgotiasuniv

ersity.edu.in 

17 Soundar S JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/318 ssoundar059@gmail.com 

18 Spandita Mukherjee JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/319 spanditamukherjee@gmail.com 

19 Srashti Rawat JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/320 srashtirawat.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

20 Srayoshee Das JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/321 srayosheedas41@gmail.com 

21 Subrat Shukla JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/322 subratshukla.it24@jecrc.ac.in 
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22 Sumaiya Shaikh JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/323 shaikhsumaiya2002@gmail.com 

23 Sumanta Maiti JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/324 sumanamaiti1997@gmail.com 

24 Sunil Verma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/325 sv3206164@gmail.com 

25 Surapati Pramanik JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/326 surapati.math@gmail.com 

26 Suraram Sai Kumar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/327 suraram.saikumar04@gmail.com 

27 Surbhi Mathur JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/328 surbhimathur.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

28 Sushant Joshi JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/329 sushantjoshi800@gmail.com 

29 Sushmita Maity JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/330 sushmitamaity23@gmail.com 

30 Swati JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/331 

swati.20gsoe1010012@galgotiasuni

versity.edu.in 

31 Syed Junaid Ahmed JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/332 syedjunaidahmed45@gmail.com 

32 Tamasha Acharya JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/333 tamasha.acharya11@gmail.com 

33 Tanisha Poddar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/334 tanisha.18baln003@jecrcu.edu.in 

34 Tanu Nagar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/335 tanumathodia@gmail.com 

35 Thalluri Nagababu JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/336 babunaga1999@gmail.com 

36 Tripti Jha JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/337 triptijha1999@gmail.com 

37 Tripti Rawat JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/338 triptirawat98@gmail.com 

38 Tushanthini JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/339 m.tushanthini2001@gmail.com 

39 Tushar Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/340 tusharsharma0909@gmail.com 

40 Vaibhav Swami JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/341 vaibhavswami.ce23@jecrc.ac.in 

41 Vaishnavi Sharad Patil JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/342 vaishnavipatil5021@gmail.com 

42 Vansh Kalra JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/343 vanshkalra.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

43 Vanshika Goswami JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/344 vanshikagoswami01@gmail.com 

44 Vanshita Khanda JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/345 vanshitakhanda@gmail.com 

45 Varsha Jain JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/346 varshajain.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

46 Vasanthala Pavani Sri JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/347 vasanthalapavani@gmail.com 

47 Vikas Dhaka JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/348 vikasdhaka.ce24@jecrc.ac.in 

48 Vinayak Jaimini JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/349 vjvinayak09@gmail.com 
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49 

Vishwasrao Pitambar 

Borse JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/350 vishwas.borse5251@gmail.com 

50 Vivek Kumar Meena JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/351 vivekkumarmeena.ce22@jecrc.ac.in 

51 Vuragayala Divya JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/352 divyavuragayala19@gmail.com 

52 Yash Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/353 yashsharma.cse23@jecrc.ac.in 

53 Yashi Garg JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/354 yashigarg.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

54 Yashika Singh Bhati JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/355 yashikasinghbhati.ce24@jecrc.ac.in 

55 Yele Malathi JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/356 yelemalathi739@gmail.com 

56 Zankhana Thakkar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/357 zpthakkar27@gmail.com 

57 Zoya Quraishi JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/358 zoyaquraishi99@gmai.com 

58 Aakash Mall JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/039 aakashmall.cse23@jecrc.ac.in 

59 Aanchal Gupta JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/040 

aanchal.20gsoe1010024@galgotias

university.edu.in 

60 Aarushika Lingwal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/041 aarushika2016@gmail.com 

61 Aashi Sirandhna JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/042 aashisirandhna@gmail.com 

62 Aasim Ali JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/043 aasimali.2mech22@jecrc.ac.in 

63 Aayush Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/044 aayushsharma.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

64 Abbas Aliasgar Tinwala JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/045 abbas.tinwala@stxaviersfort.org 

65 Abhay Agrawal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/046 abhayagrawal.it24@jecrc.ac.in 

66 Aditi Belwal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/047 aditibelwal1@gmail.com 

67 Aditi Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/048 aditisharma.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

68 Aditya Shah JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/049 adityashah.it24@jecrc.ac.in 

69 Aditya Sikhwal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/050 adityasikhwal.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

70 Akanksha Yadav JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/051 yadavakanksha344@gmail.com 

71 Akshita Rao JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/052 akshitarao180@gmail.com 

72 Aman Khan JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/053 amankhan.mech22@jecrc.ac.in 

73 Amy Sam JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/054 amysamnfc@gmail.com 

74 Animesh Jain JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/055 animeshjain.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

75 Anjana Mishra JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/056 anju.msra111@gmail.com 
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76 Ankita Sikdar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/057 sikdarankita0@gmail.com 

77 Anshul Sepat JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/058 anshulsepat.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

78 Anu P John JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/059 anupjohn87@gmail.com 

79 Anupriya Singh JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/060 anupriya24singh@gmail.com 

80 Anuradha Mishra JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/061 mishraanuradha804@gmail.com 

81 Apoorv Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/062 apoorvsharma.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

82 Apsana Khatoon JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/063 apsana1231994@gmail.com 

83 Archana Pudari JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/064 archanapudari37@gmail.com 

84 Arshad Hussain Ansari JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/065 

arshadhussainansari.cse24@jecrc.a

c.in 

85 Arvind Upadhyay JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/066 arvindupadhyay2@gmail.com 

86 Ashna Amla JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/067 ashna.amla98@gmail.com 

87 Atul Anand JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/068 atulanand2000@gmail.com 

88 Ayesha Khan JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/069 ayesha26khan04@gmail.com 

89 Ayushi George JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/070 ayushigeorge.ai24@jecrc.ac.in 

90 Ayushi Gupta JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/071 45ayushi.gupta@gmail.com 

91 Ayushi Joshi JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/072 ayushijoshi.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

92 Bandi Praveen JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/073 bandipraveen353@gmail.com 

93 Bharti Chauhan JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/074 bhartichauhan790@gmail.com 

94 Bhavani Shankar Koundar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/075 bhavanikoundar28@gmail.com 

95 Bhavesha Dhondu Shinde JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/076 Bhaveshashinde60@gmail.com 

96 Bhavika JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/077 bhavikagrover919@gmail.com 

97 Bhavya Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/078 bhavya.sharma@s.amity.edu 

98 Bhawna Golchha JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/079 bhawnagolchha.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

99 Bhoomi Ladia JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/080 bhoomiladia2@gmail.com 

100 Bhuvanewari Raghunath JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/081 bhunsk041970@gmail.com 

101 Boini Savitri JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/082 bsavithrisavi443@gmail.com 

102 Bollewar Laxman JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/083 bollewarlaxman@gmail.com 
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103 C Swetha JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/084 cswetha1216c@gmail.com 

104 Chirayu Jain JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/085 chirayujain.cse23@jecrc.ac.in 

105 Chitra Khandelwal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/086 chitra940@gmail.com 

106 Darshani Singh JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/087 darshanisingh559@gmail.com 

107 Deepa Bisht JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/088 depabist@gmail.com 

108 Degavath Mounika JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/089 degavathmounika777@gmail.com 

109 Dharmendra Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/090 shiva.dharmendra@gmail.com 

110 Dheeraj Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/091 dheerajsharmajps@gmail.com 

111 Dhruvi Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/092 dhruviballb20@gmail.com 

112 Diksha Mishra JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/093 05diksham@gmail.com 

113 Dinesh Dhawan JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/094 dineshdhawan61@yahoo.co.in 

114 Dishani Das JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/095 dishani.re4@gmail.com 

115 Diya Jain JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/096 diyajain.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

116 Dr Hemalata U Mukane JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/097 ghema.mukane@gmail.com 

117 Dr Manjeet Kour Arora JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/098 manjeet.kukreja@yahoo.co.in 

118 Dr. Rekha Mithal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/099 rekhamithal.chem@jecrc.ac.in 

119 Dr.Babita B.Shukla JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/100 babitashukla755@gmail.com 

120 Durgesh Nandini Bais JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/101 durgeshnbais@yahoo.co.in 

121 Ekta Menghani JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/102 ekta.menghani@jecrcu.edu.in 

122 Esha Joshi JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/103 ejoshi176@gmail.com 

123 Farida Aara JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/104 faridaaara4@gmail.com 

124 G.Jaison Sagayanathan JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/105 jaisonmysore@gmail.com 

125 Garima Katyal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/106 garimakatyal4@gmail.com 

126 Garima Laha JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/107 gopada25@gmail.com 

127 Garvita Dhunna JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/108 garvita723@gmail.com 

128 Gaurav Chandra JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/109 gauravchandra9515@gmail.com 

129 Girdhar Pandey JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/110 girdharpandey.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 
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130 Gulisha Derashri JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/111 gulishaderashri.2cse23@jecrc.ac.in 

131 Gundu Ramu JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/112 gramur155@gmail.com 

132 Gunjan Gupta JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/113 gunjangupta.1220@gmail.com 

133 Gunumani Swapna JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/114 gunamaniswapna@gmail.com 

134 Gupta Kiran Virendra JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/115 kiraniloveumom@gmail.com 

135 Hardik Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/116 hksharma9810@gmail.com 

136 Harsh Vardhan Singh JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/117 

harshvardhansingh.ece23@jecrc.ac.i

n 

137 Harshitaa Agarwal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/118 srienterprise76@gmail.com 

138 Harshvardhan Bhardwaj JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/119 

harshvardhanbhardwaj.cse24@jecrc

.ac.in 

139 Himani Munjal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/120 himanimunjal.it2@jecrc.ac.im 

140 Ishita Jain JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/121 ishitajain.it24@jecrc.ac.in 

141 Jaiprakash JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/122 jaiprakash.ai24@jecrc.ac.in 

142 Jasmine Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/123 jasminesharma.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

143 Jatin Kumar Shandilya JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/124 

jatinkumarshandilya.cse24@jecrc.ac

.in 

144 Jayant Namrani JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/125 jnamrani@outlook.com 

145 Jenar Kumar Sinha JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/126 jenar.kumar@gmail.com 

146 Jenyce Mathew JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/127 jenycemathewjeny@gmail.com 

147 Juli Kumari JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/128 Julikumari24061992@gmail.com 

148 Jyoti Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/129 jyoti1995sharma@gmail.com 

149 Jyoti Soni JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/130 jyotisoni.ece24@jecrc.ac.in 

150 Jyotirmayee Sutar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/131 jyotirmayeesutar43@gmail.com 

151 K Shiva Shankar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/132 shivashankarkss27@gmail.com 

152 K.Pavankumar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/133 pavankumar33907@gmail.com 

153 Kajal Surinder Pathak JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/134 kp2078560@gmail.com 

154 Kajal Yadav JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/135 kajalyadavhp2000@gmail.com 

155 Kamlesh Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/136 skamlesh672@gmail.com 

156 Kanika Kumawat JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/137 kanikakumawat.2cse22@jecrc.ac.in 
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157 Kanika Manchanda JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/138 Kanikamanchnda446@gmail.com 

158 Kanika Munshi JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/139 kanikamunshi.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

159 Kantilal Mangilal Jadhao JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/140 ayushijadhao@gmail.com 

160 Katika Sruthi JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/141 sruthikatika8179@gmail.com 

161 Kavita Mongia JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/142 kmbhatnagar@gmail.com 

162 Khemendra Prakash JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/143 

khemendraprakash.ece21@jecrc.ac.

in 

163 Khushboo Yadav JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/144 khushsunshine7@gmail.com 

164 Khushi Goyal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/145 khushigoyal.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

165 Khushi Sehgal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/146 khushisehgal27031@iisuniv.ac.in 

166 Kiran Kisan Dange JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/147 kkdange@mitaoe.ac.in 

167 Kirtan Soni JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/148 kirtansoniks215@gmail.com 

168 Kirtika Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/149 kirtikasharma.ece24@jecrc.ac.in 

169 Km Shilpi JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/150 

km.20gsoe1010021@galgotiasunive

rsity.edu.in 

170 Komal Rajesh Prasad JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/151 klprasad2002@gmail.com 

171 Kona.Dhana Lakshmi JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/152 dhanalakshmi2000kona@gmail.com 

172 Koneti Srisailam JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/153 srisailamkoneti@gmail.com 

173 Kothagolla Rammohan JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/154 kothagollarammohan13@gmail.com 

174 Kriti Manish Sharda JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/155 kriti_mrs@rediffmail.com 

175 Kriti Pancholi JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/156 kritipancholi.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

176 Kritika Gupta JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/157 kritikagupta2.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

177 

Ku. Janhavi Sakharam 

Joshi JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/158 msjanhavisjoshi@gmail.com 

178 Kulsum Shaikh JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/159 krs654329@gmail.com 

179 Kunal Jharwal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/160 373nikkimeena@gmail.com 

180 Kunal Sahu JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/161 kunalsahu.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

181 Kunal Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/162 Kunalsharma.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 
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182 Kundan Nagar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/163 kundannnagar.ee22@jecrc.ac.in 

183 Lakshita Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/164 lakshita6dec@gmail.com 

184 Lakshya Jain JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/165 lakshyajain.ece24@jecrc.ac.in 

185 

Lavanya Laxminarayan 

Gadagi JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/166 lavanyagadgi0@gmail.com 

186 Lingampally Sowmya JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/167 sowmyalingampally4@gmail.com 

187 Lokesh Mundra JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/168 lokeshmundra.it22@jecrc.ac.in 

188 M. Tamilarasi JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/169 mtamilarasi589@gmail.com 

189 Madhu Agarwal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/170 reachmadhuagarwal@gmal.com 

190 Madhuri Yadav JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/171 yadavmadhuri018@gmail.com 

191 Manidipa Bose JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/172 manidipa5130@gmail.com 

192 Mayank Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/173 mayankpassion61622@gmail.com 

193 Md Aziz JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/174 md1236aziz@gmail.com 

194 Md Fardeen Bukhsh JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/175 

mdfardeenbukhsh.mech22@jecrc.ac

.in 

195 Md Tanweer Aarif JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/176 mdtanweer.aarif@gmail.com 

196 Mishika Punjabi JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/177 mishikapunjabi25@gmail.com 

197 Mitali Vinocha JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/178 mitalivinocha.ece24@jecrc.ac.in 

198 Mittal Suthar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/179 mittalsuthar.cse23@jecrc.ac.in 

199 Mohammed Bilal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/180 mohammedbilal3249@gmail.com 

200 Mohammed Kaif Shaikh JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/181 

mohammedkaif.shaikh@stxaviersfort

.org 

201 

Mohammed Mazhar 

Shaikh JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/182 mohammedmazhar9559@gmail.com 

202 Mohammed Salim Khan JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/183 khansahaab2012@gmail.com 

203 

Mohammed Sohail 

Ahmed JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/184 sa6131076@gmail.com 

204 Mohini Itkar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/185 mohiniitkar994@gmail.com 

205 Mohit Kumawat JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/186 mohitkumawat.2cse20@jecrc.ac.in 

206 Mohit Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/187 mohitsharma.cse22@jecrc.ac.in 
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207 Monika JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/188 dk9170925@gmail.com 

208 Murali Kodam JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/189 kodammurali33@gmail.com 

209 Muskan Gola JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/190 muskangola.it24@jecrc.ac.in 

210 Muskan Sood JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/191 soodmuskan42@gmail.com 

211 Naman Jain JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/192 namanjain.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

212 Nandani Kakani JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/193 nandanikakani029@gmail.com 

213 Narendra Singh Rao JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/194 narendrasinghumti@gmail.com 

214 Natasha Dutta JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/195 natashadutta25@gmail.com 

215 Naveen Jangid JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/196 naveenjangid8193@gmail.com 

216 Navneet Kumar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/197 navneetkumar.mech22@jecrc.ac.in 

217 Navodaya Maharwal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/198 maharwalnavodaya@gmail.com 

218 Nayanika Mukerjee JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/199 nayanika101296@gmail.com 

219 Neha Agrawal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/200 inehaele@gmail.com 

220 Neha Mangal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/201 nehamangal.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

221 Nidhi Tirthani JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/202 nidhitirthani.ece24@jecrc.ac.in 

222 Nikesh Kumar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/203 kumarnikesh1990@gmail.com 

223 Nikita Agarwal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/204 nikitaagarwal.it24@jecrc.ac.in 

224 

Nikita Nilesh Jadhav D 

Sha JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/205 jnikita930@gmail.com 

225 Nilanjana Sarkar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/206 nilanjana886@gmail.com 

226 Nisha Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/207 nishasharma232000@gmail.com 

227 Nishant Dave JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/208 nishant.dave2019@vitstudent.ac.in 

228 Nishant Munshi JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/209 nishantmunshi.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

229 Nivedita Arya JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/210 aryanivedita18@gmail.com 

230 Noreen Joel Lazar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/211 noreenjoellazar1@gmail.com 

231 Ojasvi Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/212 ojasvisharma.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

232 Olivia Jaison JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/213 olivia.delhi29@gmail.com 

233 Opal Jain JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/214 opaljain.ai24@jecrc.ac.in 

234 Padmaja Murti JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/215 padmaja.murti@student.amity.edu 
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235 Pandey Kajal Rajnath JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/216 kajalrpandey723@gmail.com 

236 Pandugula Kavya JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/217 pkavyagoud123@gmail.com 

237 Parul Agrawal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/218 parulagrawal1211@gmail.com 

238 Pavina Naicker JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/219 pavinarocks@gmail.com 

239 Piyush Shoora JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/220 piyushshoora@hmail.com 

240 Pooja Tiwari JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/221 pt3121623@gmail.com 

241 Poonam Baghel JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/222 priyabely@gmail.com 

242 Prachi Arora JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/223 prachiarora00005@gmail.com 

243 Prachi Rajesh Kadam JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/224 prachi.kadam610@gmail.com 

244 Pragati Khandelwal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/225 pragati.20ce117@rtu.ac.in 

245 Prajjwal Biswas JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/226 prajjwalbiswas7@gmail.com 

246 Pramila Yadav JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/227 pramilayadavpurulia@gmail.com 

247 Prashanti Bhagat JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/228 prashantibhagat27@gmail.com 

248 Pratibha Sinha JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/229 pratibhasinha1203@gmail.com 

249 Pratik Diliprao Kaulkar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/230 pratikkaulkar01@gmail.com 

250 Pratiksha Kishor Jadhav JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/231 jpratiksha828@gmail.com 

251 Pravallika.G JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/232 gpravallika710@gmail.com 

252 Preeti Chhabra JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/233 chhabrapreeti.40@gmail.com 

253 Preksha Jain JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/234 prekshajain.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

254 Prisha Nama JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/235 prishanama.2cse23@jecrc.ac.in 

255 Pritipurna Prusty JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/236 pritipurnap@gmail.com 

256 Priyal Mathur JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/237 priyalmathur.ee24@jecrc.ac.in 

257 Priyal Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/238 priyal.sharma@yahoo.com 

258 Priyanka JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/239 priyanka.ce24@jecrc.ac.in 

259 Priyanka Harchandani JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/240 natashadutta25@gmail.com 

260 Priyanka Mitra JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/241 priyankamitra.cse@jecrc.ac.in 

261 Priyanka Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/242 tinusharma9896@gmail.com 
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262 Priyanka Thakur JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/243 thakurpriyanka0094@gmail.com 

263 Priyanshi Khandelwal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/244 

priyanshikhandelwal.ee24@jecrc.ac.i

n 

264 Prof. Rani Singh JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/245 Bhuranishingh@gmail.com 

265 Racha Sruthi. JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/246 sruthi.racha1000@gmail.com 

266 Rachana Yadav JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/247 yrachana51@gmail.com 

267 Radhika Rattan JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/248 radhikarattan@gmail.com 

268 Raghav Tiwari JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/249 raghavtiwari.ece23@jecrc.ac.in 

269 Rahul Gupta JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/250 rahulgupta03@kgpian.iitkgp.ac.in 

270 Rajashree Sakle JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/251 rajashreesakle@gmail.com 

271 Raveena JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/252 raveen839590@gmail.com 

272 Reemah Sheikh JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/253 shkreemah02@gmail.com 

273 Reetuja Kumari JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/254 kreetuja@gmail.com 

274 Renu J JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/255 renug6644@gmail.com 

275 Renuka Ramdasi JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/256 

renuka.ramdasi.entc.2019@vpkbiet.

org 

276 Richa Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/257 richasharma.cse@jecrc.ac.in 

277 Rinku Rathee JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/258 rinkurathee74599@gmail.com 

278 Rishabh Agrawal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/259 rishabhagrawal.cse22@jecrc.ac.in 

279 Ritam Sharma JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/260 ritamsharma.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 

280 Ritika Bidhuri JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/261 ritikabidhuri10@gmail.com 

281 Ritika Jain JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/262 ritikajain989@gmail.com 

282 Riya Punjani JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/263 riya.punjani98@gmail.com 

283 Roopam Agrawal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/264 roopamagrawal.cse24@jecrc.ac 

284 Rounak Sodhi JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/265 sodhirounak31@gmail.com 

285 Ruby Yadav JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/266 prediconyadav2005@gmail.com 

286 Rushikesh Bhawar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/267 rvbhawar@mitaoe.ac.in 

287 Sachin Kumar Singhal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/268 

sachinkumarsinghal.ce24@jecrc.ac.i

n 

288 Sachin Yadav JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/269 sachinmukeshdevi.ce24@jecrc.ac.in 

289 Sagar Jain JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/270 sagarjain.cse24@jecrc.ac.in 
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290 Sagrika Rana JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/271 sagrikarana27@gmail.com 

291 Sahil Chopra JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/272 choprasahil2002@gmail.com 

292 Sakshi Rajkumar Patil JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/273 sakshirpatil257@gmail.com 

293 Samiksha Bhojane JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/274 samikshabhojane12@gmail.com 

294 Sampada Jagtap JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/275 sampadajagtap2003@gmail.com 

295 

Sankarampadi 

Aravamudhan JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/276 saravamudhan@hotmail.com 

296 Sanskriti Mittal JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/277 sanskritimittal.ee24@jecrc.ac.in 

297 Sapna Meena JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/278 sapnameena.ee24@jecrc.ac.in 

298 Satyam Rawat JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/279 satyamrawat.ai24@jecrc.ac.in 

299 Satyavan Harmalkar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/280 satyavanharmalkar06@gmail.com 

300 Saurabh Kumar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/281 saurabhkumar.it24@jecrc.ac.in 

301 Saurabh Singh JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/282 saurabhSingh161202@gmail.com 

302 Saurav Kumar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/283 sauravkumar.cse24@jecrc.an.in 

303 Shaik Salman Khan JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/284 salman990824@gmail.com 

304 Shaikh Mahek JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/285 shaikhshaistamahek@gmail.com 

305 Shalini Chauhan JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/286 shalinichauhan0311@gmail.com 

306 Shaloo Rai JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/287 cutepieshalooroy@gmail.com 

307 Shanigaram Kavya JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/288 Kavyareddychikki639@gmail.com 

308 Sharmistha . JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/289 sharmistha30jan@gmail.com 

309 Shashi Bala JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/290 amit_jura@yahoo.co.in 

310 

Sheetal Rambachan 

Gupta JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/291 Sheetalgupta7045@gmail.com 

311 Shirish Jain JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/292 shirishjain.cse23@jecrc.ac.in 

312 Shivam Goel JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/293 shivamgoel572@gmail.com 

313 Shivangi Saini JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/294 ssaini8520@gmail.com 

314 Shivani Chhabra JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/295 shivanichhabra03@gmail.com 

315 Shivani Gautam JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/296 14gaushivi@gmail.com 

316 Shivanshi Gautam JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/297 shivanshigautam.8268@gmail.com 
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317 Shivkanya Bhimrao Kale JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/298 shivkanyakale@mitaoe.ac.in 

318 Shivshankar Kumar JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/299 bkshiv18@gmail.com 

319 Shraddha Rathi JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/300 shraddharathi1199@gmail.com 

320 Shreya Dangayach JECRC/SRC/20-21/CEM/301 shreya.18baln022@jecrcu.edu.in 
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Thanks letter 

Dear Harish Moyal ji, 

On behalf of JECRC Foundation, please allow me to take this opportunity to thank 

you for delivering sessions as a part of our Student Development Program on 

CONCENTRATION ENHANCEMENT THROUGH MEDITATION  where the 

exceptionally ethical, intellectual and spiritual leaders help students in equipping 

them with proven strategies of attaining whole person education. With such 

criterion, your session helped students develop a care of culture conducive to 

spiritual, ethical and moral development.  

Everyone in the session and I were in complete awe of your exceptional grasp and 

clarity of thoughts on various topics that you discussed. Your ability to simplify 

complex terms for our better understanding was widely appreciated by everyone in 

the audience. I am grateful for your time and am certain that everyone in attendance 

in your session had a lot to take away from it, I certainly did. 

Sir, you captured the whole audience with your extraordinary knowledge and with 

the way of delivering it to us. Sir, we appreciate you for making time for us from 

your busy schedule to make us realize how important it is to maintain concentration 

in our lives. 

Sir, your way of mentioning the requirement of energy for every kind of machine 

including the self was awe-astounding. You have perfectly established the 

importance of concentration in the young minds of the students. 

Sir, I would also like to thank you for your unfeigned appreciation of the program 

conducted by JECRC Foundation. Over the last two decades, we are trying to 

contribute in our limited capacity towards creating better citizens. We have also 

incorporated spiritual knowledge and mediation practice into the mainstream 

academic growth of our students through the establishment of Rajyoga Thought 

Laboratory in the college premises. This lab offers a unique opportunity to empower 

the mental & emotional quotient of an individual. The association of experience Raj 

yogi like you gives us the strength to move forward in this direction.              
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Once the world returns to normalcy and this era of COVID is behind us, I would be 

eager to invite you personally at our campus in Jaipur to visit Rajyoga Thought 

Laboratory and share your invaluable submissions. Kindly accept the token of 

fondness enclosed with this epistle as a vestige of your contribution in making 

CONCENTRATION ENHANCEMENT THROUGH MEDITATION event a 

catalyst for transformation of educators.                                                       

With Profound Regards, 
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Newspaper cutting 
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Swot analysis 

Strengths: 

● The program was conducted with the knowledge and words of very renowned 

and eminent speakers. 

● The program experienced a huge number of registrations, i.e. 2430. 

● The topic of the program “Concentration Enhancement through Meditation” 

attracted various kinds of audience and proved to be an important point. 

● The platform of the program was wide and had a capacity to group even a 

higher number. The session was also aired on YouTube. 

● Communication between participants and organizers was smooth and easy 

involving all the social media platforms. 

● People throughout India participated in the event. 

● The sessions were easy and accessible to all the age groups. 

Weakness: 

● Due to increased security and restrictions, some participants were unable to 

join leading to a lesser conversion ratio. 

● The program was not much highlighted in newspapers and websites. 

Opportunities: 

● We are now capable of conducting bigger and broader programs. 

● We have attained tremendous growth on social media  

Threats: 

● The inaccessibility to our zoom login for long hours after the sessions of 1st 

day. 

● Recommended actions: 

● We will try to start promoting our event at least before a fortnight. 

● We will try to handle an easy process of securities for the audience. 

● We will try to look for a major PR such that we easily cover newspapers and 

websites. 

●  
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 Organising Team 

                Faculty Coordinators 

  

S. 

No. 

 

NAME 

 

DESIGNATION 

1. Mr. Mukesh Agarwal Head, Spiritual Research Cell, 

JECRC 

2. Ms. Chitra Khandelwal Event Coordinator 

3. Ms. Neha Bharti Event Coordinator 

4. Ms. Manju Vyas  Event Coordinator 

5. Dr. Vinita Mathur Event Coordinator 

6. Ms. Anima Sharma Event Coordinator 

7. Ms. Priyanka Mitra Event Coordinator 

8. Dr. Parul Tyagi Event Coordinator 

9. Ms. Bhoomika Kapoor Event Coordinator 

10. Dr. Barkha Shrivastav Event Coordinator 

11. Ms. Richa Sharma Event Coordinator 

12. Ms. Sonia Khubchandani Event Coordinator 

13. Mr. Arvind Sharma Chief Designer 
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Student Coordinators 
 

S.No.             NAME                      DESIGNATION 

1. Aastha Agarwal Computer Science Engineering - 3rd Year 

2. Dewang Agarwal Information Technology - 3rd Year 

3. Akshat Mangal Mechanical Engineering - 3rd Year 

4. Shashwat Jain Computer Science Engineering - 3rd Year 

5. Chirag Nagar Computer Science Engineering - 3rd Year 

6 . Rohan Mathur Computer Science Engineering - 2nd Year 

7. Divya Jindal Computer Science Engineering - 2nd Year 

8. Ashutosh Mishra Electronics and Communication 

Engineering - 2nd Year 

9. Ashutosh Lawania Electronics and Communication 

Engineering - 2nd Year 

10.  Saumya Sharma Computer Science Engineering - 2nd Year 

11.  Diya Porwal Electrical Engineering - 2nd Year 

12. Ishu Parihar Electronics and Communication 

Engineering - 2nd Year 

13. Yukti Agarwal Computer Science Engineering - 1st Year 

14. Sakshi Naruka Computer Science Engineering - 1st Year 

13. Rimjhim Sharma Computer Science Engineering - 1st Year 

14. Ayushi George Artificial Intelligence and Data Science - 

1st year 
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Student Volunteers 

 

S.No.              NAME                       DESIGNATION 

1. Jyoti Panchal  Civil Engineering - 2nd Year 

2. Rashmi Gaur Computer Science Engineering - 2nd Year 

3. Aditi Malhotra Electronics and Communication Engineering 

- 2nd Year 

4. Aishwarya Lodha Electronics and Communication Engineering 

- 2nd Year 

5. Jatin Pareek  Electronics and Communication Engineering 

- 2nd Year 

6. Yashi Bishnoi Civil Engineering - 2nd Year 

7. Sagar Jain Computer Science Engineering - 1st Year 

8. Saloni Vijayvargiya Computer Science Engineering - 1st Year 

9. Saurav Kumar Computer Science Engineering - 1st Year 

10. Surbhi Mathur Computer Science Engineering - 1st Year 

11. Ritam Sharam Computer Science Engineering - 1st Year 

12. Roopam Agarwal Computer Science Engineering - 1st Year 

13. Riya Sharma Information Technology - 1st Year 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Follow up event

Immediately after this

SDP, a 10 days long

meditation program

was conducted for the

overall enhancement

and empowerment of
the young minds of
students.

The course was

planned immediately
after the SDP so that it
becomes easier and

definite for the

students to grasp the

knowledge which was

planned to impart into

them.

It is hoped that the

following course will
provide them with a

complete package of
self enhancement

techniques and tips

for mediation which
can certainly enhance

their concentration

levels too.
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